The Wildflowers of Langley
Mead: A Spotter’s Guide
Over 125 plant species have been recorded at Langley Mead - this guide highlights some of our favourite
summer wildflowers . For a self-guided walk, download the Shinfield Parish 'Easy Walks for All No.1:
Langley Mead' leaflet: https://shinfieldparish.gov.uk/leisure/local-walks/

Bird’s-Foot Trefoil Lotus corniculatus
Also known as ‘eggs and bacon’, this
member of the Pea family is a food
source for over 160 species of insect!
Where to find it: the best place to look is
in the two Great Millworth Fields and the
car park footpath

Common Knapweed Centaurea nigra
Despite the name this firm favourite of bees and
butterflies is not a weed. It looks similar to a thistle
but without the spines.
Where to find it: everywhere – you can’t miss the
bright purple flowers in June and July

Yarrow Achillea millefolium
Named after the Greek hero Achilles, who
reportedly used the plant to treat battle
wounds. It has frothy white flowers and
feathery leaves.
Where to find it: the best place to look is in
Great Millworth Field North.

Ox-eye Daisy Leucanthemum vulgare
Also known as the ‘Moon Daisy’. It starts to bloom
around the summer solstice, and if eaten by cattle it
can affect the flavour of their milk!
Where to find it: Great Millworth Field North and the
car park footpath.

Yellow Rattle Rhinanthus minor
So named because its seed pods rattle! This is a very
important meadow plant that restricts the growth and
dominance of grasses by feeding off their nutrients.
Where to find it: the population fluctuates, but look
out for it on the verge of the main car park path,
and at the southern end of Great Millworth Field.

Crested Dog’s-Tail Cynosurus cristatus
Bonus points if you spot this one!
This attractive grass is a sign of a healthy meadow and looks
a bit like a bottle brush. It has one ‘flat’ edge with no flowers.
Where to find it: The Great Millworth Fields

Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria
This plant grows in damper places. It has frothy white
flowers and its leaves have a ‘corrugated’ appearance.
It contains a chemical called salicylic acid, the active
ingredient in aspirin.
This plant was sacred to the Druids and was probably used
by them as a painkiller.
Where to find it: Millworth Moor, and Mr Chitty's Ditch.

Lesser Stitchwort Stellaria graminea
A delicate, attractive, star-shaped flower.
Their flowers only open for three days, but
new ones are produced throughout the
summer.
Where to find it: In the Great Millworth
Fields, hiding amongst the grass.

Common Sorrel Rumex acetosa
This member of the Dock family has pale pink/green seed
heads and edible leaves.
It is also known as ‘Sour Ducks’ because its leaves taste tart
and dry due to their high levels of oxalic acid.
Traditionally the juice of this plant was used to remove stains
from linen.
Where to find it: In all of the meadows.

Marsh Bedstraw Galium palustre
A delicate, scrambling plant with
small white flowers and thin leaves
arranged in whorls. A similar
looking plant with yellow flowers is
Lady’s Bedstraw.
Where to find it : Millworth Moor.

How to find us:
Langley Mead is located off the
B3349 between the villages of
Shinfield and Spencers Wood, to
the south of Reading.

Access is from the car park on
Hyde End Road (RG2 9EP) or
on foot from Millworth Lane
(RG2 9EN).
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Thank you for visiting Langley Mead! We love to hear about
your visits and any plants or wildlife you spot – let us know via
the contact form on our website www.langleymead.co.uk, or
our Facebook page: www.facebook.com/langleymeadranger

